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Machine-to-machine (M2M) communication is

viewed as one of the next frontiers in wireless

communications. Freed from the traditional con-

straint of wireless devices that require manning

or human intervention, communication using M2M equip-

ment (M2ME) is expected to open up exciting new use cases,

services, and applications, with benefits for the general

masses and market opportunities for various stakeholders

such as manufacturers of M2ME and components, service

providers, and communication network operators.

Considering the large number of M2MEs expected to be

deployed in highly distributed networks and because of

the requirements for low-cost devices and implementa-

tions, global enforcement of security will not be practical.

As the conventional centralized IT network security

model, protected by a firewall, becomes challenged by the

need for a dispersed model, decentralized methods for

establishing security are being explored. The growingDigital Object Identifier 10.1109/MVT.2009.933478
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trend toward decentralized systems produces numerous

situations in which enforcement, by practical necessity,

has to be complemented by controlled risk. Principles of

enforcement embraced by traditional concepts of access

control policies are being supplemented by trust. An

entity can be trusted if it predictably and observably

behaves in a manner expected for its intended purpose.

By delegating parts of the enforcement tasks to trusted

elements dispersed in a system, transitive (i.e., multihop)

trust relationships can be established. This evolved secu-

rity model, balancing trust and enforcement, results in a

useful, practical, and scalable approach for M2M commu-

nication security, which is a critical factor for the overall

success of the M2M market.

M2M Use Cases

Various standards organizations have identified a number

of use cases for M2M communication [1], [2]. This section

describes some of the use cases, covering important user

requirements to clarify the security requirements on M2M

systems. All these cases have some common security

requirements. Since devices are typically unmanned and a

high value is placed on the information handled and com-

municated by these devices, information security and trust-

worthy operation of these devices needs special emphasis,

as does the ability to manage the M2ME over the air.

1) Traffic cameras with cellular connectivity may be

installed in locations such as motorway overpasses

or remote stretches of roadway. Cameras may also

require simultaneous secure local wireless local area

network (WLAN) connectivity to the next camera

down the road, e.g., when measuring average speed.

2) Car rental agencies may provide their customers with

vehicles equipped with on-dash mounted voice and

multimedia and Internet-access mobile communica-

tion system. Such a M2ME will be mounted, e.g., by

the dealer with no prior knowledge of the customer’s

cellular network subscriptions. Desired features for

such a M2ME may include remote, over-the-air meth-

ods to change, on demand and per human customer,

the subscription credential to be used by the M2ME

to access cellular networks. This use case requires

assurance by the user and his home network opera-

tor that subscriptions are active in the car only while

the rental contract is valid but then are deactivated

when the rental contract expires.

3) Asset/cargo tracking systems allow owners or users of

equipment to monitor critical parameters, perform

remote commands, or monitor movements. Asset and

cargo tracking will often require that the M2ME be

placed in areas where physical access is difficult.

Such placements would be part of a service provider’s

attempt to protect it from the environment and resist

theft and tampering of the M2ME. This placement,

together with the fact that the M2ME is likely to be

highly mobile, can make it difficult and costly for the

owner to physically access the M2ME.

Security Threats for M2M

M2MEs have unique characteristics and subscription and

deployment contexts [1]. M2MEs are typically required to

be small, inexpensive, able to operate unattended by

humans for extended periods of time, and to communicate

over the wireless area network (WAN) or WLAN. M2MEs

are typically deployed in the field for many years, and after

deployment, tend to require remote management of their

functionality. They also require flexibility in terms of sub-

scription management. In addition, in many use cases, it is

likely that M2MEs will be deployed in very large quantities,

and many of them will also be mobile, making it unrealistic

or impossible for operators or subscribers to send

personnel to manage or service them. These requirements

introduce a number of unique security vulnerabilities for

the M2MEs and the wireless communication networks

over which they communicate. In [2], the Third Genera-

tion Partnership Project (3GPP) Security Workgroup

(SA3) has collected categories of vulnerabilities:

1) physical attacks including the insertion of valid authen-

tication tokens into a manipulated device, inserting

and/or booting with fraudulent or modified software

(reflashing), and environmental/side-channel attacks,

both before and after in-field deployment

2) compromise of credentials comprising brute force

attacks on tokens and (weak) authentication algo-

rithms, physical intrusion, or side-channel attacks, as

well as malicious cloning of authentication tokens

residing on the machine communication identity mod-

ule (MCIM)

3) configuration attacks such as fraudulent software

update/configuration changes; misconfiguration by

the owner, subscriber, or user; and misconfiguration

or compromise of the access control lists.

4) protocol attacks directed against the device, which

include man-in-the-middle attacks upon first network

access, denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, compromising

a device by exploiting weaknesses of active network

services, and attacks on over-the-air management

(OAM) and its traffic

5) attacks on the core network, the main threats to the

mobile network operator (MNO), include impersona-

tion of devices; traffic tunneling between imperso-

nated devices; misconfiguration of the firewall in the

modem, router, or gateways; DoS attacks against the

AN ENTITY CAN BE TRUSTED IF IT
PREDICTABLY AND OBSERVABLY
BEHAVES IN A MANNER EXPECTED FOR
ITS INTENDED PURPOSE.
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core network; also changing the device’s authorized

physical location in an unauthorized fashion or

attacks on the network, using a rogue device

6) user data and identity privacy attacks include eaves-

dropping user’s or device’s data sent over the access

network; masquerading as another user/subscriber’s

device; revealing user’s network ID or other confiden-

tial data to unauthorized parties.

Some of the vulnerabilities that are more specifically

geared to the subscription aspects of the M2ME are

exhaustive and span the network, device, and user [2].

However, for special application contexts, such as vehicu-

lar communication, more specific requirements need addi-

tional consideration. For example, in the case of vehicular

ad hoc networks (VANETs), there are issues of liability

identification, i.e., restricting user privacy to allow for iden-

tification of users whose actions disrupt the operation of

nodes or the transportation system. Also, in-transit data,

traffic tampering (e.g., to pass a toll point without paying)

and onboard tampering (e.g., with sensors for velocity or

location of the vehicle) may be easier than tampering with

the M2ME itself [3].

The Trusted Environment

To establish trust relationships in dispersed systems, the

systems must contain security-relevant elements and

capabilities to form a trust boundary. These components

include methods to extend the trust boundary and convey

trust to an external entity. A trusted environment (TRE)

provides a hardware security anchor and root of trust,

allowing for the construction of systems that combine the

characteristics of trust and enforcement.

The TRE is a logically separate entity within the M2ME,

containing all necessary resources to provide a trustwor-

thy environment for the execution of software and storage

of sensitive data. The TRE provides isolation of software

and stores data by separating them from the rest of the

M2ME, thus protecting from unauthorized access. The

TRE provides a trust anchor, which is secured against

tampering by hardware security measures. In particular, it

provides the root of trust (RoT) for secure operation. The

RoT is an immutable part of the TRE, which secures inter-

nal operation and is able to expose properties, or the

system’s identity, to external entities. Based on the RoT,

the TRE performs a secure start-up process ensuring that

the TRE reaches a determined trustworthy state. The

secure start-up includes all components and programs that

are executed during the system boot and can be extended

to the operating system and software, thus expanding the

trust. A model for this extension process is the verification

of every new component when it is loaded, by measuring

its integrity [4]. This method uniquely identifies every

component, its state and configuration. The measurement

can then be compared to reference values, and the verifi-

cation entity can then decide whether to include this new

component in the extended trust boundary or not. As veri-

fication is intended to take place locally, it relies on the

TRE being in a predefined state after a completed verifica-

tion process. Validation, denoting the ability to technically

assess the state of a system for all security-relevant prop-

erties, requires that a reporting entity transfers the results

of verification to an external party. The external validator

can then assess the device’s state. Validation makes the

M2ME’s functions observable and, thus, trustworthy. In

addition, the TRE can provide protected functions for the

authentication of the M2ME toward the network, e.g., by

storing the authentication data inside the TRE.

The TRE provides cryptographic capabilities including

symmetric and asymmetric encryption and decryption,

hash value calculation and verification, random number

generation (RNG), and digital signature capabilities. In

addition, secure storage for keys, credentials, and authen-

tication data must be provided by the TRE. The storage

area may be outside the TRE but protected by it, e.g., by

encrypting with a key stored inside the TRE. The TRE must

also be able to establish secure communication channels

with other parts of the M2ME. Interfaces for this are initial-

ized in the secure start-up process, integrity-protected by

the TRE and, hence, can be assumed to operate correctly.

Two interface categories can be distinguished. Protected

interfaces provide integrity protection and/or confiden-

tiality of the data carried across them. This can be

achieved by the use of security protocols or hardware

interfaces. Further functionalities such as entity and mes-

sage authentication can be provided by security proto-

cols. Unprotected interfaces facilitate communication

between the TRE and general resources of the M2ME.

These unprotected interfaces can, nevertheless, give

access to data that are cryptographically protected by the

TRE. Even unprotected interfaces can benefit from other

security measures such as authorization or making the

interface available only after the TRE checks the code of

its counterpart across the interface. Figure 1 shows the

components and interfaces of the TRE in a M2ME.

Verification of Trustworthiness of M2ME

Practical requirements and threats of M2M application

scenarios have two main aspects: 1) unpredictable con-

nectivity to the core network and 2) demand for high con-

figurability and flexibility of the M2ME. Both aspects arise

at the time of specification of an M2ME and its interaction

with the network and must be taken into account early on

to enable a broad range of use cases with optimal cost-

efficiency. We view fulfilling 2) under the condition 1) as

M2M COMMUNICATION APPLICATIONS AND
SCENARIOS ARE GROWING AND LEAD THE WAY
TO NEW BUSINESS CASES.
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the main obstacle for the takeoff of the M2M market. Secu-

rity is essential for this problem and amounts to satisfying

two concrete protection goals:

n ensure that M2ME can reach and operate in, locally, a

secure state without network connectivity

n enable the establishment of assurance, locally and

remotely, concerning the state of the M2ME, to

assess its security properties and, hence, trustworthy

operation.

Perhaps, the most important role is played by these

protection goals when the states of an M2ME are changed

in a controlled way by OAM or local management. Network

operators and M2ME owners have a clear mutual interest

to have independent abilities to validate an M2ME’s state

in such a case. Arguments for dedicated means to validate

M2MEs are applicable to the whole life cycle, from initial

deployment (for installation and verification), mainte-

nance (for diagnosis and success verification), to OAM

(validation of correct configuration changes).

The means to validate a system in its operational phase

are different from predeployment testing and certification,

or formal security proofs on a design, leading into the

realm of trusted systems and trusted computing. We can

distinguish three main variants. We name autonomous

validation (AuV) as a model of closed systems that arrive

at a secure state merely by local means and do not com-

municate state information to the exterior. At the other

extreme, remote validation (RV) is an abstraction of what

the trusted computing group (TCG) has specified as

remote attestation, where the M2ME reports state infor-

mation in a secure way. A broad spectrum of other var-

iants lies in between the range marked by these extremes.

We call this spectrum semiautonomous validation (SAV).

There exists one concrete example on the level of techni-

cal specifications: secure boot, as specified by the TCG’s

Mobile Phone Working Group [4].

It should be noted that, for the understanding of the fol-

lowing, AuV and RV are already technically realized (via

smart cards and TCG remote attestation), whereas SAV is

a spectrum of technology options that remains to be

explored. In this view, SAV is a competing option, which

we believe to have many advantages over AuV and RV. We

describe the salient (anticipated) pros and cons of the

three options in the next subsections, where we give more

details on their technical characteristics.

Autonomous Validation

AuV is a procedure that does not depend upon external

entities, and local verification is assumed to have occurred

before the M2ME attempts communication with the exte-

rior or perform other critical operations. Local verification

is assumed to be absolutely secure, as no direct evidence

of it is provided to the outside world. AuV lays all enforce-

ment duties on the implied trust in the device and applies a

closed, immutable system model, essentially that of smart

cards. Validation by a relying party is then implicit, e.g.,

during network attachment. A typical example is the

release of an authentication secret by a smart card.

Security resting only on devices has been broken in the

past and is more likely to be broken as devices become

open-computing platforms. AuV delivers no information for

advanced security requirements: in particular, if parts of

the device outside of the immutable TRE component’s

boundary are compromised, the TRE might not be aware of

that and the external world cannot gain knowledge about

its state other than by inference from its behavior toward

the network. Labeling of rogue devices can therefore be

impossible. AuV may be realized in such a way that verifica-

tion is reactive to certain conditions, e.g., by closing the

device down and going to reboot. Use cases that essentially

require connectivity, such as an M2ME for theft protection,

are disabled if an attacker prevents network connection by

tampering with M2ME configurations. Compromised devi-

ces could only be recovered by costly in-field replacement.

Remote management is also difficult. Specifically, there

may be a loss of security in software download and installa-

tion since it potentially delivers software and secrets to

rogue devices. Thus, AuV is prone to entailing out-of-band

maintenance. A lot of burdens and risk rest with the owners

of such M2MEs, but the network also bears an additional

burden because it has to keep track of the state of every

AuV device. If multiple parties can force updates on a

device, this may become complicated. Finally, with AuV,

the freshness of the information on local verification is not

guaranteed. As AuV is likely to happen infrequently in prac-

tice, the M2ME’s state may change significantly during its

operation, in an unobservable manner, allowing an attacker

M2M  Device

M2M  Network
Management

TRE

M2M  Device Validation

Discovery and Registration

Security Policy Functions

Transaction Audit Record

Core Functions

RNG

Protected
Memory

Secure Storage

Crypto Functions

Protected TRE ID

MCIM  Functions

MCIM Life Cycle
Management

AKA Fcts.

External
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2G/3G/4G

BT, RFID

Human UI

Debug IF
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Integrity
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FIGURE 1 Components and interfaces of TRE in a M2ME. AKA:

authentication and Key agreement; ID: identity; BT: Bluetooth; RFID:

radio frequency identification; UI: user interface; IF: interface.
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to introduce malicious software. AuV is prone to this kind

of timing attack.

Remote Validation

In RV, the relying party directly assesses the validity of the

device based on the evidence for the verification received.

Local verification is only passive, just measuring integrity

values of the loaded and started components [5]. A stored

measurement log (SML) must be conveyed to the relying

party, who makes all policy decisions. In a remote attesta-

tion, a TCG-trusted platform exhibits a SML and platform

configuration register (PCR), in a signed message to the

relying party. The signing keys are ephemeral, certified by a

privacy certification authority (PCA), which acts as an iden-

tity provider for the purpose of validation. Pseudonymity

of remote attestation may not be sufficient in all cases. TCG

has additionally defined direct anonymous attestation

(DAA) [6], [7] based on zero-knowledge proofs [8].

RV, as represented by remote attestation, poses practical

problems with respect to scalability and complexity, as it

lays the full computational load on (central) access points to

networks. The RV of an SML can be costly for open platforms

with many software components in numerous versions and

configurations. RV requires an enormous database of refer-

ence values, namely, reference integrity measurements

(RIMs), and an infrastructure to let stakeholders define the

desired target configurations of devices. This makes remote

management of a device impractical with RV. Finally, RV of

complex open devices compromises privacy, despite usage

of a PCA, as the revealed SML might be almost unique to a

device. Some of the disadvantages might be alleviated by

refined forms of remote attestation such as semantic [9] or

property-based attestation [10], [11], aimed at exhibiting the

characteristics of components, rather than a concrete imple-

mentation. These options, however, need more research

before they may become practical.

Semiautonomous Validation

SAV is any procedure whereby the device validity is

assessed within itself during verification and policy deci-

sions are made and enforced during this local verification.

However, in this case, the result and required evidence

are signaled to the relying party who can make its own

decisions based on the content of the validation messages

and, optionally, additional information from trusted third

parties who provide security properties of the M2ME. A

model case for SAV is secure boot, followed by signaling of

the so-called event structure [4], security properties of

the device and, optionally, indication of measurement val-

ues to the relying party. SAV symmetrically distributes

verification and enforcement tasks between the device

and relying party. Specifically, in secure boot, the former

makes decisions at load time of components, whereas the

latter can enforce decisions on interactions permitted to

the M2ME based on the state evidence provided.

SAV may be a promising avenue to remedy the disad-

vantages of the AuV and RV. It can potentially transport

the validation information more efficiently than RV, in the

form of indicators of the measurement values used in veri-

fication. This can also be used to protect privacy, e.g.,

when such an indication designates a group of compo-

nents with the same functionality and trustworthiness

(such as versions). The interplay of local and remote

enforcement in verification and during validation also

opens options for OAM. On the path to technical realiza-

tion of such opportunities, the Trusted Network Connect

(TNC) Working Group of the TCG has introduced the con-

cept of remediation ([12], p. 24) to obtain ‘‘support for the

isolation and remediation of access requestors (ARs),

which do not succeed in obtaining network access permis-

sion due to failures in integrity verification.’’ This allows

‘‘to bring the AR up to date in all integrity-related informa-

tion, as defined by the current policy for authorization.

Examples include O/S patches, antivirus (AV) updates,

firmware upgrades, etc.’’ ([12], p. 25). Concrete concepts

for realization of OAM will have to rely on an infrastruc-

ture for the efficient representation and communication of

RIM information. TCG MP Working Group has started to

define such services for mobile devices [4], in particular,

to ingest RIMs for verification. TCG Infrastructure Working

Group is establishing a generic architecture and data

structures for validation [13]. However, more research

and development is needed to devise efficient and effec-

tive SAV on this path. RIM certificates play an important

role in SAV. They are provided by a certification authority

that has assessed the corresponding component. Certifi-

cation methods and bodies can be diverse and lead to dif-

ferent levels of operational trustworthiness, entailing

further flexibility for a relying party who gets more fine-

grained information on the device. SAV is also the only

practical option for systems that are resource limited so

that they lack either the security of a closed system needed

for AuV or memory and communication capabilities to per-

form the extensive reporting needed for RV.

From the viewpoint of technically verifying the different

solutions AuV, RV, and SAV, and evaluating their viability in

the field, we described the most important features that are

touchstone for real-world implementations. For security

issues, AuV relies completely on manufacturer certification

of M2ME, while both RV and SAV give fine-grained control

over trust in specific components and component manufac-

turers. The practical efficacy of both RV and SAV for M2ME

validation and management remains to be proven.

M2MES ARE TYPICALLY DEPLOYED IN THE
FIELD FOR MANY YEARS, AND AFTER
DEPLOYMENT, TEND TO REQUIRE REMOTE
MANAGEMENT OF THEIR FUNCTIONALITY.
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Validation and Enforcement

Validation and local verification are the central conceptual

link between trusting a device and enforcing policies on its

behavior. Based on the results of validation, policy deci-

sions can be made, and verification, in turn, can incorpo-

rate enforcement on secure start-up. Figure 2 shows a

simplified picture for policy enforcement through valida-

tion. More details can be found in [14]. A common trait of

all variants is that the device needs a policy information

point (PIP) to support the validity decision by the relying

party. The PIP in the device performs the measurement

and securely records the results. Since validation is

always performed for a purpose, there is a policy enforce-

ment point (PEP) present at the relying party. Based on

the validation information, it can enforce decisions such

as granting network access. The richness of the informa-

tion varies significantly between the variants.

In RV, the device must transmit the full SML to the rely-

ing party and information binding it to the device state

and protecting authenticity. The relying party’s PIP must

contain a database of possible allowed device states

including RIMs. Based on this, the policy decision point

(PDP) at the validator retraces the SML, e.g., recalculates

digest values. The PEP obtains a graded result from this,

stating up to which position in the SML the M2ME was

trustworthy. On this information, the PEP acts, e.g., by

(dis)allowing network access.

In AuV, all functionality for measurement, verification,

and enforcement during secure boot and runtime is

localized in the device’s PIP, PDP, and PEP, respectively.

The relying party’s PEP can enforce only policies based on

the static information contained in the signaling at first

network contact, e.g., system type or identity. Since valida-

tion information is not present, no validation-specific PIP

and PDP are used at the validator. However, a PIP and PDP

can be constructed, in this case, based on TS identities

and connection history—in effect, a traditional authenti-

cation, authorization, and accounting (AAA) system [15].

SAV allows for policy systems on both sides. The key to

this is a codification of validation data, which may consist

in a concise event log containing, essentially, references to

RIMs and associated certificates (the precise content may

depend on implementation requirements). This abstrac-

tion is made possible by the device’s PDP, which, at the

time of verification, makes the association of component to

target RIM. For that, it relies on an internal, protected, RIM

database, whose management adds to the functional role

of the PIP (beyond measurement). Attestation to codified

RIMs allows interaction with the relying party in validation.

The PDP of the relying party can use its own RIM database

(provisioned by its PDP) to compare the attested state with

fine granularity to a desired state. The PEP can thus initiate

1) provisioning of new RIMs to the device, 2) unload of

undesired components, 3) load of new, desired compo-

nents, and finally, 4) updates of components. These proc-

esses are captured by the term remediation. To show the

success of the remediation, the device needs to revalidate

only using the new part of the event log. From the view-

point of policy systems, RIMs add an essential piece to ena-

ble general policies for validation: A codified ontology on

which conditions can be evaluated and decisions taken.

Conclusions

M2M communication applications and scenarios are grow-

ing and lead the way to new business cases. Because of the

nature of M2M scenarios, involving

unguarded, distributed devices, new

security threats emerge. The use

case scenarios for M2M communi-

cation also address the new re-

quirement on flexibility, because

of deployment scenarios of the

M2ME in the field. We believe that

these new requirements require a

paradigm shift. One important pillar

of such a shift will be a new, more

balanced mix of device-centric trust

and traditional enforcement of secu-

rity properties. Distributing trust

building and enforcement tasks

between device and network leads

to scalable concepts, which can

be adapted flexibly to the techni-

cal tasks. The two most important

ONE IMPORTANT PILLAR OF SUCH A SHIFT
WILL BE A NEW, MORE BALANCED MIX OF
DEVICE-CENTRIC TRUST AND TRADITIONAL
ENFORCEMENT OF SECURITY PROPERTIES.
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FIGURE 2 Mapping variants of validation to policy enforcement.
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building blocks for this are local state control, via secure

boot, and conveying trust by SAV. By embracing these

advanced concepts of security, the unique needs of the

M2M market, i.e., remote management of M2ME and sub-

scription management can be met [16]. The presented ideas

enable new business opportunities aligned with the goal of

achieving hardware-backed security.
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